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Previous: Cycle #3 Proposal

Previous: Cycle #4 Proposal

Previous: Cycle #5 Proposal

Short Pitch

To provide ongoing governance support and develop the new governance 
architecture design. 

To provide ongoing ecosystem leadership and contribute to strategies, product 
management, business development and monthly calls.  

To support the V3 iteration of Prime Pools.

To finalize internal feedback for Prime Launch Seed Module and continue 
development for LBP.

To continue development of Prime Deals.

To keep supporting Prime Rating.

Total Rewards Requested To be filled 

USDC: $102,625

Please note that we have budgeted 8.5 FTEs for first four weeks and 10.25 
FTEs for the following eight weeks of work. 

REP: Curve Labs is an innovation network consisting of many different 
members. We would like these members to receive as individuals REP 
“promotions” equal to the value they add, per the rewards matrix. At this time, 
Curve Labs does not seek to be represented as an organization in the DAO.

PRIME: Four of Curve Labs’ members is eligible to receive PRIME rewards 
(detailed later)

The remainder of the members are not eligible to receive PRIME rewards, 
having hit the maximum reward cap, due to the Labs’ ongoing early involvement 
with the DAO, beginning Q2 2020.

Author: 

https://gateway.pinata.cloud/ipfs/QmSLDafE1vBbCgpGS7Gr343Ub74cvMobaqkeoF1WRNU2p8
https://gateway.pinata.cloud/ipfs/QmWWp8uDsudR9U699SPUdrWnyE8nManBH6C9Mpsc3uRp8R
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1Cy74KeqYVFf5QxVxYPs9h6qyq1k2z2RDfaEIH_ZYCog/edit
https://forum.prime.xyz/t/curve-labs-builder-cycle-4-proposal-june-july-60k/27/2
https://forum.prime.xyz/t/curve-labs-builder-cycle-4-proposal-june-july-60k/27
https://docs.primedao.io/primedao/tokenomics/roles-and-rewards
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Renç Korzay | @renck on TG | Renç #5219 on Discord | renc@curvelabs.eu | 

Cycle #5 Review

DAOops

Tasks

Task Status Comments

Continue ongoing Builder
and governance
stewardship

Ongoing
Weekly meetings and continuous support.
Cycle #4 task was to redesign the
ecosystem calls, this is completed.

Provide product-related
support to public
channels

Ongoing
Curve Labs will continue to support any
public inquiries in regards to Prime
products.

Ongoing documentation
needs (technical and
otherwise)

Ongoing
Ensuring that all repos are cleaned up and
standardized

PrimeDAO Governance
2.0

In Progress
A new governance design for PrimeDAO
have been structured and proposed.

Prime Launch

Tasks

Task Status Comments

Project
Management

Ongoing Ongoing project management is lead by Curve Labs.

Front End
Development:
Seed

In Progress

Initial front-end development was finalized and
presented to internal stakeholders for a test project.
The test project provided feedback that needs further
iterations as we are not including new features that
were not identified in the initial scope, redesigning
certain sections of the dapp and re-imagining user
flows.

Back End
Development:
Seed

Done

The back-end development for Seed module was
successfully completed, it was presented to the
auditers and the feedback was successfully
implemented.

mailto:renc@curvelabs.eu
https://www.notion.so/Continue-ongoing-Builder-and-governance-stewardship-9d0165745cd34c81be40885e1fa90d2a
https://www.notion.so/Provide-product-related-support-to-public-channels-5b339bd5463a450bb379dea4cd7bb1e2
https://www.notion.so/Ongoing-documentation-needs-technical-and-otherwise-46c2585a9a324e3aa9829695439e322b
https://www.notion.so/PrimeDAO-Governance-2-0-b804a6a18ae846ac9dae701d165d2861
https://www.notion.so/Project-Management-be28a953b2e648c3b6ffbd42c2b0cdcd
https://www.notion.so/Front-End-Development-Seed-0b04ee9d382f4bc9a700c77a9f7d7f2c
https://www.notion.so/Back-End-Development-Seed-1a83e2f9465943c7b4f384d52beadd22
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Task Status Comments

Front End
Development:
LBP

In Progress

There were multiple workshops for the handover
protocol where we drilled down in the to application.
This was done in partnership with Kolektivo. The
workshops we had were extremely productive in
identifying points that require follow ups

Back End
Development:
LBP

In Progress

Balancer provided the contracts closer to the end of
the cycle and our team is working on them now. We
have identified that we need custom solutions for the
LBP to work.

In-App
Documentation

In Progress
Preparation of necessary technical documentation for
the dapp.

QA In Progress
Initial QA work was completed however as we will be
having further iterations, this needs to be a part of the
next cycle for continuous improvement.

Public Facing
Content
Support

In Progress
Initial set of in-app documentation is completed. As
we get close to go live, there will be content
produced in format of articles.

Prime Deals

Tasks

Task Status Comments

Project
Management

Ongoing Ongoing project management is lead by Curve Labs.

User
Research
and
Interviews

Done

Curve Labs conducted user research and interviews
with mutliple DAOs in order to identify shared pain
points. This research is playing a fundamental role in
specing the functionalities for the application.

Interface
Design

In Progress

Outlining the user flow for the application is completed.
UI work is ongoing in partnership with Kolektivo. While
Kolektivo is in charge of creating the wireframes, Curve
Labs is in charge of providing the low fidelity assets
with right specifications.

https://www.notion.so/Front-End-Development-LBP-e3e8495a68d54a668bd665eeab14ea06
https://www.notion.so/Back-End-Development-LBP-d6b626bbecf6456d8e73266de3893e61
https://www.notion.so/In-App-Documentation-fa858ca9f0ef4f4dace3c6a6dad96782
https://www.notion.so/QA-7d825fc74cbf4d7497bf3eb56255d82f
https://www.notion.so/Public-Facing-Content-Support-9a70af019ea34ec8a0f32db61125365a
https://www.notion.so/Project-Management-dab0e6d98cec4abc8a2c6db589487dc3
https://www.notion.so/User-Research-and-Interviews-42aca8eac58142908726a070a600bc5e
https://www.notion.so/Interface-Design-2e25f7bc46de4a04ab33fe5420709f77
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Task Status Comments

Front End
Development

In Progress

Our front end team started the development of sections
for the application. We are leveraging design aspects
from Prime Launch in order to create harmony between
all Prime applications.

Back End
Development

In Progress
Significant process is made for smart contracts. Curve
Labs is building a custom solution in order to facilitate
these deals in the most gas efficient way.

Cross-chain Backlog
Oracle-resolved negotiations between DAOs of
different chains.

Prime Rating

Tasks

Task Status Comments

Project
Steward

In Progress
Supporting with the reviews of raters, community building
and forming rating quantification mini squad.

Prime Pools

Tasks

Task Status Comments

Biz
Dev

Backlog
This cycle's focus was on Prime Launch. Prime Pools work will
continue in cycle #6.

Prime IDO 2.0

Tasks

Task Status Comments

Technical
Support for
IDO

Ongoing
Any technical support prior, during and post IDO will
be covered by Curve Labs.

Tokenomics In Progress
Significant progress is made on the token migration
process.

https://www.notion.so/Front-End-Development-c7a232d27fb04e37a9fc3eeb54deac16
https://www.notion.so/Back-End-Development-e02c83ce6c374ef6ad9e8078d43eb5a3
https://www.notion.so/Cross-chain-c34bd9f8fd3941898e0d97e3553a8810
https://www.notion.so/Project-Steward-59d0fe3cf9a54be4b63a8fc0651b4758
https://www.notion.so/Biz-Dev-6250458e98524775adaf7d206d8f2423
https://www.notion.so/Technical-Support-for-IDO-9bfc22f831874d8b811f7f2271a3d93d
https://www.notion.so/Tokenomics-4eea561c665245e0b291eb48968690dc
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Task Status Comments

Project
Management

Ongoing Ongoing support for the IDO launch.

Business
Development

Ongoing
Networking and connecting with potential investors
for PrimeDAO.

Litepaper
Update

Ongoing
Editorial and graphic support for a blog post detailing
and re-creating the PrimeDAO Litepaper

Blog Series
Support

Not Started
Editorial and graphic support for a blog posts
detailing the second Prime IDO.

Cycle #6 Strategy 

There are 6 separate primary objectives that Curve Labs aims to address for this 
cycle:

1. The finalize the requested iterations for Prime Launch Seed.

2. To continue the development of Prime Launch LBP. 

3. Continuation of D2D development. 

4. To start the V3 iteration of Prime Pools.

5. Finalize the tokenomics for PrimeDAO. 

6. To have the new governance layer for PrimeDAO at a functional state. 

7. Continous support for the Prime Rating team. 

Cycle #6 Tasks 

DAOops

Tasks

Task Status Comments

Continue ongoing
Builder and
governance
stewardship.

Ongoing
Participation and contribution to weekly and
monthly leadership calls.

https://www.notion.so/Project-Management-ecabc74b75784af7ab91043c3a8d27e1
https://www.notion.so/Business-Development-e5253ea68dff45b6978ed7d79dc8c069
https://www.notion.so/Litepaper-Update-544aec062426458d9d69f09aca8e579b
https://www.notion.so/Blog-Series-Support-abb1e6326a5e4203b1ee350d60c379cb
https://www.notion.so/Continue-ongoing-Builder-and-governance-stewardship-2af0d669e246423a951ea8c946b59486
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Task Status Comments

Provide product-
related support to
public channels

Ongoing
Curve Labs will continue to support any public
inquiries in regards to Prime products.

Ongoing
documentation needs
(technical and
otherwise)

Ongoing
Ensuring that all repos are cleaned up and
standardized

PrimeDAO
Governance 2.0

In Progress

A functional prototype will be used in this
cycle. This will also be supported by creation
of public facing material such as
announcements.

Untitled

Prime Launch

Tasks

Task Status Comments

Project
Management

Ongoing Ongoing project management is lead by Curve Labs.

Front-End
Development:
Seed

In Progress
The team will be focusing on finalizing the feedback,
requests for new features and new designs that we
received from the test project.

Back-End
Development:
Seed

In Progress

We do not expect any further major changes to the
smart contracts for Seed. However as we are
iterating the front end and working on LBP contracts
in parallel, there might be a need to update certain
sections.

Front-End
Development:
LBP

In Progress

Once the Seed module feedback is finished and the
follow ups from the workshops are clarified, the team
will start working on the front end development for
the LBP module.

Back-End
Development:
LBP

In Progress
Curve Labs is working hand to hand with Balancer
Labs to build the contracts for the LBP Module.

https://www.notion.so/Provide-product-related-support-to-public-channels-7a164d9464b64242b5b23ecf6d71107c
https://www.notion.so/Ongoing-documentation-needs-technical-and-otherwise-22b81e5be0154966bfdff29725d74e25
https://www.notion.so/PrimeDAO-Governance-2-0-86bba0e3ad374b2da52f726edb5b3736
https://www.notion.so/f1fbc1ecb1ad41379d7549378eceaffa
https://www.notion.so/Project-Management-f28080e213d04c51b03292caff83f77c
https://www.notion.so/Front-End-Development-Seed-25f13972f972412ca92dd96f241d585e
https://www.notion.so/Back-End-Development-Seed-ef0bb11b84d24b2bb362aa64a7b17e88
https://www.notion.so/Front-End-Development-LBP-4cad4887dec346c49f04c1eac972c4c0
https://www.notion.so/Back-End-Development-LBP-888edd31f97a4659bef2dc8ca427b2d1
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Task Status Comments

QA In Progress
Necessary QA and testing for the Seed module to go
live and support for LBP.

Documentation In Progress
Preparation of necessary technical documentation for
the dapp.

Content
Support

In Progress
Initial set of in-app documentation is completed. As
we get close to go live, there will be content
produced in format of articles.

Business
Development

In Progress
We will focus on creating a business development
pipeline with potential projects who can launch on
Prime Launch.

Assisting a
Squad for
Prime Launch
Support

Backlog
This is moved to the backlog as we aim to
understand the legal requirements for providing
certain services.

Prime Deals

Tasks

Task Status Comments

Project
Management

Ongoing Ongoing project management is lead by Curve Labs.

Business
Development

In Progress

We will aim to have an agile feedback approach during
this development. When we have substantial work to
share, we will reach out to DAOs that we work with
such as Balancer, DeepDAO, dHedge, Olympus and
collect feedback.

Interface
Design

In Progress UI work is ongoing in partnership with Kolektivo.

Front End
Development

In Progress We will continue our work towards an MVP.

Back End
Development

In Progress
We will aim to complete the smart contracts within this
cycle, this also includes getting the contracts audited
and audit revisions.

Prime Rating

https://www.notion.so/QA-51c51350f5984b97be16ed90ee22eece
https://www.notion.so/Documentation-d80402f39ecc419a88ddcedac04b9d37
https://www.notion.so/Content-Support-f008a48de9a34158a91d76aee79e1eb9
https://www.notion.so/Business-Development-3492e922a4a2401592d319f34c44d6a2
https://www.notion.so/Assisting-a-Squad-for-Prime-Launch-Support-6674f114d3bf42e3b944b92843f8a1f5
https://www.notion.so/Project-Management-b420ecc944a845fa9e3d9fd445271a31
https://www.notion.so/Business-Development-c21cf8b67c564a07aecbe0faa5564f35
https://www.notion.so/Interface-Design-c522a1af29bb4624bc2cc08765d22c51
https://www.notion.so/Front-End-Development-ecdaa26e0b55403d914e4f385a5f8233
https://www.notion.so/Back-End-Development-1d8cd578f1864825a35e3390ca03ca37
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Tasks

Task Status Comments

Project
Steward

In Progress
We will continue to support community building and
leading the rating quantification mini squad.

Prime Pools

Tasks

Task Status Comments

V3
Iterations

In Progress

This will be taken on with partnership with Kolektivo and
dHedge. Kolektivo will be providing a spec for the next
iteration of Prime Pools. Curve Labs will go over it and
identify what we can leverage from the current version and
what needs to be built.

Untitled

Prime IDO 2.0

Tasks

Task Status Comments

Technical
Support for
IDO

Ongoing

Any technical support prior, during and post IDO will be
covered by Curve Labs. As we start the development of
LBP and plan towards launching the PrimeDAO LBP
fundraising round, this will be a critical supporting role.

Tokenomics In Progress We plan on finalizing the token migration.

Project
Management

Ongoing Ongoing support for the IDO launch.

Business
Development

Ongoing
Networking and connecting with potential investors for
PrimeDAO.

Litepaper
Update

Ongoing
Editorial and graphic support for a blog post detailing
and re-creating the PrimeDAO Litepaper - Can Gui /
Jaap pick up this work?

Blog Series
Support

In Progress
Editorial and graphic support for a blog posts detailing
the second Prime IDO.

https://www.notion.so/Project-Steward-06a8fcb7d1cc496d8b086fd64db5bd5f
https://www.notion.so/V3-Iterations-0fe335d753714bc4b3558327302907fe
https://www.notion.so/d4f909a3299b4576bc023f538a5f4e90
https://www.notion.so/Technical-Support-for-IDO-3d2c5459dded43b8a4fea6ae0cf05c51
https://www.notion.so/Tokenomics-4e2732b0030a433db490afab3449c2bf
https://www.notion.so/Project-Management-d0b9259fd22d4dafb884e7f2395b65e5
https://www.notion.so/Business-Development-b50b01423cdb48eea6556f1503d3da94
https://www.notion.so/Litepaper-Update-3707c02b1fe346738303000a6f84fb20
https://www.notion.so/Blog-Series-Support-fdf2c5354d464a57841397c5ffa9015a
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Cost Breakdown

Internal Scoping

Name Role September FTE October FTE2

Doug Front-End Lead $10,000.00 1 $10,000.00 1

Arseny Back-End Lead $5,000.00 0.5 $5,000.00 0.5

Mihir
Back-End
Engineer

$2,500.00 0.5 $2,500.00 0.5

Gilad
Front-End
Engineer

$8,000.00 1 $8,000.00 1

Marvin
Back-End
Engineer

$4,375.00 0.5 $4,375.00 0.5

Fabian
Back-End
Engineer

$3,500.00 0.5 $3,500.00 0.5

Ezra Writing Support $4,000.00 0.5 $4,000.00 0.5

Bartu UX / QA $2,500.00 0.5 $2,500.00 0.5

Renç Project Manager $6,375.00 0.75 $6,375.00 0.75

Ata Research $2,500.00 0.5 $2,500.00 0.5

Marvin G.
Back-End
Engineer

$1,750.00 0.5 $1,750.00 0.5

Anime
Front-End
Engineer

$8,200.00 1 $8,200.00 1

Pat Strategist $2,500.00 0.25 $2,500.00 0.25

Curve Labs
Operations

$10,000.00 $10,000.00

Functionality Based

Name September FTE October FTE2

Project/Product Manager $6,375.00 0.75 $6,375.00 0.75

Front-End Engineers $26,200.00 3 $26,200.00 3

Back-End Engineers $17,125.00 2.5 $17,125.00 2.5

Writing Support $4,000.00 0.5 $4,000.00 0.5

https://www.notion.so/Doug-a40da5ba2de14f5f94ec43b1cb0c0d82
https://www.notion.so/Arseny-d623e2a6845340159ad2908aedfb2e86
https://www.notion.so/Mihir-43c2b13cd9c546a5ac0e7a0acfaa89a8
https://www.notion.so/Gilad-21854c696dfc46a4a8ec29eed4f117cc
https://www.notion.so/Marvin-3e983de4645e4b46b4bf2392e2683345
https://www.notion.so/Fabian-045d781aa8404eee830738312003e7e8
https://www.notion.so/Ezra-7b6f026d414c4d8f9a410e807f06d894
https://www.notion.so/Bartu-8ce2f183d96443a4a1d12bcc105f7b3e
https://www.notion.so/Ren-45ee69608f6747f3ba532e6f87df95cd
https://www.notion.so/Ata-58353547d1ed4af79514ec5c81dbffda
https://www.notion.so/Marvin-G-61e2b4b650694572a6db2d714ea338a0
https://www.notion.so/Anime-baf2a7b836ba441da2e0b7343ab8f24b
https://www.notion.so/Pat-b5a507da8a094990a42e3082ef66dfbe
https://www.notion.so/Curve-Labs-Operations-c5ed6e449aad4f8e8153cc97cb9f4ba8
https://www.notion.so/Project-Product-Manager-2d8d47dca4084d4181d5753779ef6925
https://www.notion.so/Front-End-Engineers-ae54d13a3f684884b393c3714469e9bb
https://www.notion.so/Back-End-Engineers-e0a7ab773df244799383ccd3ca1ff14c
https://www.notion.so/Writing-Support-30db30d998094e35a697540e1ead238b
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Name September FTE October FTE2

UX / QA $2,500.00 0.5 $2,500.00 0.5

Research $2,500.00 0.5 $2,500.00 0.5

Strategy $2,500.00 0.25 $2,500.00 0.25

Curve Labs Operations $10,000.00 $10,000.00

Untitled

Note that PRIME rewards are frozen until the tokenomics are completed. Be 
assured that early contributors will receive all their earnings and some on top of it. 

More Info

References & Further Reading

Learn more about Curve Labs:

Website | Github | Discord | Twitter | Blog

Curve Labs created the Prime Pool Manager:

Documentation | Application

Curve Labs work on Prime Pools:

Demo

How is progress reported?

Progress will be reported to the DAO via:

DAOtalk

Telegram

Discord

Weekly Calls

How can proposer guarantee results?

We cannot guarantee that all line items will be completed. Items uncompleted 
this cycle will be part of Curve Labs’ Cycle #5 proposal.

Future iterations

Successful business development centered around Prime Pools will create 
pathways to further partnerships and opportunities for PrimeDAO. 

https://www.notion.so/UX-QA-b3af451bacc6481bbb54ee4d7d01eb7e
https://www.notion.so/Research-a6631589531f4ad4bfbedfc49efbc0e9
https://www.notion.so/Strategy-d216020e79144631b9d92fb72e004f22
https://www.notion.so/Curve-Labs-Operations-2dc2c94351f34931b33d2c9561e25915
https://www.notion.so/5de0816b9812432fb38409c3e4fcaba7
https://www.curvelabs.eu/
https://github.com/Curve-Labs
https://discord.com/invite/ZZhEcq4
https://twitter.com/curvelabs
https://medium.com/curve-labs
https://docs.primedao.io/primedao/products/poolmanager
https://docs.primedao.io/primedao/products/poolmanager
https://youtu.be/wQMOHpcLDys
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The work that will happen in this cycle in regards to DAO2DAO features will 
provide a much more satisfactory DAO infrastructure for PrimeDAO and 
possibly other protocols. 

The launch and use of IDO Interface will improve PrimeDAO's position in the 
ecosystem. 

Coupling the momentum of multiple product developments with an additional 
fundraising will lay the groundwork for the future of PrimeDAO which is looking 
brighter than ever. 


